OPENING
AUTUMN 2021

CATESBY TUNNEL
THE NEW
GLOBAL BENCHMARK
FOR AERODYNAMIC
TESTING
AND
VEHICLE DEVELOPMENT.
Catesby Tunnel will provide a unique facility to develop and test
vehicle aerodynamics and performance.

Benefits
The perfectly straight 2.7km long tunnel has a constant gradient of just
0.6%, providing a still, dry climate with a constant temperature. it is
the perfect location for repeatable testing, combining the advantages
of open-road tests with the predictability and control of laboratory
conditions.

LOCATED IN
MOTORSPORT VALLEY,
THE WORLD’S NUMBER ONE
AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY
CLUSTER

Transformation
The project to transform a disused railway tunnel into a state-of-theart vehicle testing facility is nearing completion. The design phase
was started by Brackley-based Aero Research Partners in 2013. As
of 2021, the project has received £6.2 million of investment from the
Government’s Local Growth Fund, secured through the South East
Midlands Local Enterprise Partnership. A 400m road surface has
already been laid out for initial testing. The remaining sections are
expected to be completed in the summer of 2021.

Vision

Heritage

A science and technology park will be built adjacent to the tunnel to
create a high tech automotive hub

Catesby Tunnel was completed in May 1897, and was in use until
1966. It was a result of Catesby Estate owner, Henry Attenborough,
objecting to “unsightly” trains spoiling the view. Approximately 30
million bricks were used to construct the perfectly straight 2.7km long
tunnel.

FULL SCALE
TESTING
Vehicle Aerodynamics

Noise Performance | Aeroacoustics

Developing and validating full scale vehicle aerodynamic performance
including, but not limited to factors, such as lift, downforce, drag and
aerodynamic balance. Full scale testing under fully controlled ambient
conditions ensures accurate, representative and repeatable tests.

Acoustic testing for passenger comfort and conformity to government
legislation. Examples include the evaluation of cabin noise, engine sound
levels, exhaust systems or even fitment of structures and assemblies.

Vehicle Performance
Evaluating vehicle performance such as speed, acceleration, braking
and ride height comfort. The tunnel is not affected by the weather so is
available all year round.

Cooling Performance
Assessing thermal performance of engine bay, radiator, powertrain and
brake components. Testing and validating thermal counter measures.
Evaluating heat soak issues.

Emission Tests
Representative vehicle emissions testing of carbon dioxide and pollutants
such as carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons and oxides of nitrogen.

Dirt Deposition
Practical testing of complex vehicle contamination processes due to
adverse environmental conditions.

TUNNEL

SPECIFICATION

Length

Width

2740m

8.2m

Working
Section

Constant
Gradient

40sqm

1:176

Repeatability
Catesby Tunnel’s unique enclosed environment creates a real-world
test facility, but with far superior repeatability. The near constant road
gradient and air temperature remove the environmental factors that limit
the reliability of outdoor proving grounds. Our unique facility removes
uncertainty and will set a new benchmarking for real world testing.

WHY
CATESBY?
One of the questions we are often asked is “why
should we test at Catesby? We already test at
proving grounds, airfields, on the road and in
wind tunnels”. Here are seven reasons why
you should consider Catesby Tunnel for vehicle
testing.

Productivity

Setup Time

Unlike a wind tunnel, the flexibility of Catesby Tunnel allows testing to be
much more productive. Multiple vehicles can share a session and, with
turn tables at each end, testing is more efficient. Sharing the facility hire
between multiple vehicles or platforms reduces the cost per data set to
maximize the return on testing investment.

At Catesby Tunnel, setup time can be close to zero. There is no need
for multiple days of setup time to prepare the vehicle and any drivable
vehicle can be tested with minimal changes needed to facilitate the test.
This makes competitor benchmarking so much easier.

Real World Conditions

The Weather!

There is no substitute for testing a real car on a real road. Unlike a wind
tunnel, the real vehicle is tested with a warm running engine, powertrain,
road going tyres and a real road surface. With wind tunnel testing,
sacrifices often have to be made in many of these areas, which adds a
level of uncertainty to the results.

One thing we don’t have to worry about at Catesby Tunnel is the weather.
You don’t need to wait for the wind to drop or change your plans due to
inclement weather. Our fully enclosed tunnel is available 24 hours a day
and all year round, reducing the complexity and uncertainty inherent in
proving ground testing.

Privacy

Cost

Our facility is fully enclosed, ensuring that your test is private and
confidential, as it should be. Unless you choose to tell them, nobody will
know what you are testing, as the facility enables you to unload vehicles
behind closed doors and then directly enter the tunnel. Unlike outdoor
testing facilities, unauthorised photography is not physically possible at
Catesby Tunnel.

The combination of all these factors makes testing at Catesby Tunnel a
cost-effective solution. Our rates are already significantly cheaper than
a wind tunnel, but when combined with the increase in repeatability,
improved productivity, reduced setup time and removal of weather,
Catesby Tunnel compares favourably to outdoor testing.
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